Abstract Magnetic reconnection in the magnetotail accelerates plasma in short-duration bursts of fast flows, referred to as bursty bulk flows toward the Earth. These bursty bulk flows are typically accompanied by a sharp increase in the northward magnetic field component, the so-called dipolarization front (DF). This rapid increase in northward magnetic field is often preceded by a decrease, the so called DF-dip, where the northward magnetic field component sometimes even changes sign and turns southward. Here we present a statistical study of the DF-dip of 43 events, using observations from the Magnetospheric Multiscale (MMS) mission during summer 2017, when MMS's apogee was located in the magnetotail around 25 R E . The 43 events are subdivided into two categories according to their DF-dip: 20 events where the DF-dip stays northward (positive DF-dip category) and 23 events where the DF-dip turns fully southward (negative DF-dip category). We find that (1) the magnetic field depression ahead of the DF of the positive DF-dip events correlates mainly with perpendicular currents and diamagnetic currents flowing ahead of the DF and (2) the magnetic field depression ahead of the DF of the negative DF-dip events correlates mainly with field-aligned currents and that this type of events might be (a) earthward moving flux rope-like structures caused by multiple X-line reconnection and/or (b) are a result of localized, single X-line reconnection under a guide field.
Introduction
The magnetosphere's tail is characterized by nearly parallel but oppositely directed magnetic field lines, the northern and southern lobes, which are separated by the high-density plasma sheet/current sheet. As the magnetic field reconnects in the magnetotail, the stored magnetic energy and tension in the stretched lobes is released. This accelerates plasma earthward and tailward, and magnetic energy is converted into plasma kinetic energy. The earthward accelerated plasmas are organized in short-duration bursts of fast flows and are referred to as bursty bulk flows (BBFs; e.g., Angelopoulos et al., 1992 Angelopoulos et al., , 1994 Baumjohann et al., 2002; Liu et al., 2014) . These BBFs are often accompanied by magnetic field dipolarizations (e.g., Nakamura et al., 2002 Nakamura et al., , 2009 ; that is, the field looks more like that of a magnetic dipole than like the stretched magnetotail, hence the name "dipolarization."
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front (DF; e.g., Fu et al., 2011; Runov et al., 2011; Schmid et al., 2011) or reconnection front and the short magnetic field depression prior the DF as a DF-dip (e.g., Shiokawa et al., 2005) . The DF has been attributed as the leading edge of a dipolarizing flux bundle (DFB; Liu et al., 2013) , which is defined as the region of enhanced northward magnetic field lead by the DF. Recently, Liu et al. (2018) reviewed observations of current systems around and within the DFBs and found that they may play a crucial role as building blocks in a substorm current wedge (a large-scale field-aligned current system where a portion of the tail current is temporarily diverted through the ionosphere). As the DFBs propagate at several 100 km/s earthward across a spacecraft, in situ measurements have shown significant changes in the plasma density and temperature when the spacecraft crosses the DF and enters the DFBs Zhang et al., 2011) . Thus, the DF may be considered as a thin boundary (current sheet) separating the DFB plasma from the ambient plasma sheet plasma. In that way, DFBs may serve as elementary carrier units and transport midtail plasma to the inner magnetosphere (e.g., Yang et al., 2011) .
In this study, however, we are particularly interested in the origin of the DF-dip directly ahead of the DF (i.e., DFB), which may help us to better understand the small-scale properties of the DFBs and their function in the global magnetotail current system. DF-dips are common signatures of DFs with a typical timescale of 2-4 s (Shiokawa et al., 2005) , which corresponds to a thickness of a few hundred kilometers and several ion inertial lengths (e.g., Fu et al., 2012; Schmid et al., 2011) . However, DFs (with the corresponding DF-dips) propagate as coherent structures over macroscopic distances (several hundreds of ion inertial lengths; e.g., Birn et al., 2011; Runov et al., 2009) and are, hence, small-scale structures with a large-scale lifetime.
The asymmetric bipolar B z variations are a characteristic feature of DFs and have been explained as earthward propagating magnetic flux ropes (Slavin et al., 2003) , as nightside flux transfer events (Sergeev et al., 1992) or said to be a pileup of the B y field at the leading edge of earthward flow (Hashimoto et al., 2005) .
Recently, Yao et al. (2015) showed that the earthward propagating DFs may compress the ambient plasma ahead, which leads to a reduction of the cross tail current by dawnward currents ahead of the DFs. These dawnward currents can be explained as a result of ion reflection and acceleration by the earthward moving DF (e.g., Pan et al., 2015; Yao et al., 2013; Zhou et al., 2014) . In this scenario the reflected ions gyrate clockwise around the background magnetic field after their reflection and carry currents that can be understood as diamagnetic currents due to the pressure built up ahead of the approaching DF.
However, sometimes, these DF-dips are also observed to change the sign (northward then southward then northward). Such negative DF-dips cannot be entirely explained by such a scenario, since diamagnetic currents can reduce the duskward current ahead of the DF but never reverse it. In this paper, we seek to characterize these negative DF-dip events, compare them to the positive DF-dip events, and address the question of what are the differences between them and how/where they originate from. Thereto, we revisit the properties of DF-dips on the small scale and statistically discuss the differences between them, using magnetotail observations of the Magnetospheric Multiscale (MMS) mission during 2017.
Data and Event Selection
For this study the observations of the MMS mission between May and September 2017 are used when MMS has its apogee in the magnetotail around 25R E . During this period the four MMS spacecraft form a tetrahedron with interspacecraft distances below 100km, which makes it possible to study the small-scale properties of the DFs.
To identify the DFs, similar selection criteria and automatic search routine as in Schmid et al. (2011) , who used Cluster observation, are applied on the MMS 16-Hz survey magnetic field measurements from the fluxgate magnetometer (Russell et al., 2016) . Within a 3-min-long sliding window the following requirements have to be fulfilled:
• The change in the northward magnetic field component between minimum and maximum B z exceeds ΔB z > 4nT.
• The change of the magnetic elevation angle ( = atan(B z ∕B xy )) between minimum and maximum B z is Δ > 10 ∘ , and the maximum elevation angle within the window exceeds max( ) > 35 ∘ .
• The median(|B x |) < 10nT, to maintain that the spacecraft are not in the plasma sheet boundary layer.
• Only events identified by all four S/C and observed between |Y GSM | < 15R E and tailward of X GSM < −10R E are selected.
By these criteria we identified 203 events and for each we selected a 3-min interval centered at the minimum value of B z (t = 0s), which corresponds to the start time of the sharp increase in B z (dipolarization). These intervals capture the main characteristics of the DFs, where the following criteria on the 150-ms burst plasma measurements of ions from the fast plasma investigation (Pollock et al., 2016 ) instrument on MMS1 have to be fulfilled:
• Burst plasma data are available at least 10 s before and after the DF, which is defined as the region between minimum and maximum B z .
• Fast earthward perpendicular plasma flow velocity in the XY GSM plane exceeds max(V xy,⟂ )> 150km/s.
• The median plasma beta exceeds median( )> 0.5, to maintain that the observed DFs are close to the central plasma sheet.
Out of 203 events 119 events fulfill these criteria on the plasma data.
To obtain the normal direction to the front (n tim ) and the DF velocity, we perform timing analysis (Harvey, 1998) on the magnetic field measurements between minimum and maximum B z values. Since the timing method is very sensitive to the data resolution, we linear interpolate the data to 128 Hz. To determine the time difference between the S/C accurately, we obtain these by cross-correlating their magnetic field observations in the same way as Plaschke et al. (2016) . We also perform minimum variance analysis (MVA; Sonnerup & Scheible, 1998) between minimum and maximum B z for all four S/C and require that the intermediate to minimum eigenvalue ratio and the maximum to intermediate eigenvalue ratio are both larger than 4 to ensure a minimum confidence level of the estimated minimum variance direction and the estimated maximum variance direction (see, e.g., Sergeev et al., 2006) . Furthermore, we require that the variation of the maximum (l MVA ) variance directions between all S/C are smaller than 1 ∘ . Finally, we demand that the angle between the determined n MVA (of each of the four S/C) and n tim is smaller than 10 ∘ . These requirements are met for 43 DFs (out of 119), which represent the data set for this study (see Table S1 in the supporting information). For the 43 events also the plasma data are resampled to 128 Hz, in order to bring them to a common time base with the magnetic field data, and then low-pass filtered (1-Hz cutoff frequency) to increase the signal-to-noise ratio.
Data Analysis and Results
The main aim of this study is the comparison between events with a positive DF-dip (magnetic field depression ahead of the DF without a sign change) and events where the DF-dip becomes negative (magnetic field depression ahead of the DF has a sign change). Since the DF-dip is very sensitive to the chosen coordinate system, it is of advantage to transform the magnetic field measurements in a local coordinate system. In Table 1 the average angles and standard deviations between the MVA maximum variance direction l MVA and the magnetic field direction averaged over the first minute of the respective 3-min-long interval B mean are given, as well as the angles with Z GSM are listed.
The average maximum variance direction l MVA is mainly along the average Z GSM direction, which is not surprising, since we selected the DFs from the magnetic field measurements in GSM coordinates. Of much more interest is that the angle between l MVA and B mean is, on average, much larger for the negative DF-dip category, indicating a more tilted magnetic field direction.
Since the presence of a depression (DF-dip) ahead of the DF strongly depends on the coordinate system used, we use n tim instead of n MVA as the DF normal, due to the high accuracy of the timing method. In the following we choose a mixed coordinate system defined as n tim as the DF normal vector perpendicular to the front and project the average l MVA vector of all four S/C (which vary according to our selection criteria within 1 ∘ ) onto this normal plane. This modified MVA coordinate system n tim points mainly earthward (positive X GSM direction), l northward (positive Z GSM direction) and m = l × n tim duskward (positive Y GSM direction). Because of the differwent sequence of l, m, and n, which corresponds to X GSM , Y GSM , and Z GSM , this results in a left-handed coordinate system although all directions are in the positive GSM unit vectors.
Besides this local coordinate system, we also use a global X T96 , Y T96 , Z T96 coordinate system, based on the Tsyganenko (1996) magnetic field model, to determine the approximate DF propagation on a global scale. In contrast to Schmid et al. (2015), who used the Tsyganenko (1989) magnetic field model to evaluate the approximate DF propagation, we examine the magnetic field direction in the lobes from the Tsyganenko (1996) model, to include the influence of IMF B y which can significantly distort the lobe field (see, e.g., Browett et al., 2017; Grocott, 2017) . In this coordinate system the DFs are assumed to move along the magnetic tension force direction as they propagate toward the Earth. X T96 is in the direction of this magnetic tension force, determined from the average T96 magnetic field direction, 3R E above/below the Z GSM DF observation location in the northern/southern lobe, which is then projected onto the XY GSM plane. X T96 is chosen to be positive toward the Earth, Z T96 points along Z GSM and Y T96 completes the right-handed coordinate system.
DF-Dip Depth
To examine the DF-dip depth, and thus the degree of asymmetry in the B l variation, we determine the ratio of the relative B l change before and after the DF and define DF-dip depth as ΔB l,bef ∕ΔB l,aft . The schematic illustration of ΔB l,bef and ΔB l,aft is depicted in Figure 1a . ΔB l,bef is the difference between the minimum B l (onset of the DF, t = 0s) and the maximum of B l between t = 0s and t = −10s. Whereas ΔB l,aft is the difference between the minimum and maximum B l after t = 0s. Out of the 43 events, 20 events have positive minimum B l values (positive DF-dip category) and for 23 events minimum B l becomes negative (negative DF-dip category). Table 1 , where we found that for the negative DF-dip events the magnetic field before the DF is on average more tilted with respect to the maximum variance direction. The B l -dip depth of the negative DF-dip events is on average 0.40 ± 0.12 and thus larger than for events with a positive DF-dip 0.31±0.13. Furthermore, the median B l component is generally larger for the positive DF-dip category, with a sharper increase at the DF onset. Indeed, the DF thickness, , evaluated from the absolute value of the timing velocity V tim and the time difference between minimum and maximum B l (marked by black lines in the plots) is smaller for positive DF-dip events. = 1,800 ± 900km and 2,300 ± 1,100km for the positive and negative DF-dip category, respectively. This corresponds to about 5 ± 2 and 6 ± 3 ion inertial lengths (l int ) or 3 ± 1 and 4 ± 2 proton gyroradii ( p ) for the positive and negative DF-dip events, respectively. Figure 2b shows the median perpendicular ion velocity components in GSM coordinates. The perpendicular plasma flow component in X GSM direction is, for both categories, indicating that the bipolar magnetic structure is embedded in a fast earthward plasma flow. Figure 2c gives the median ion density, which for both categories decreases after DF crossing. However, only for the positive DF-dip category the density clearly increases ahead of the DF. Figure 2d represents the median field-aligned current density, j FAC = (∇ × B) ⋅b, deduced from the curlometer technique (e.g., Dunlop et al., 1988 Dunlop et al., , 2002 flowing along the magnetic field direction (b). For the negative DF-dip category strong field-aligned current densities within the DFs are found. (e) Median current density in the modified minimum variance analysis coordinates. In top of the plots the average DF thickness is marked by a black line and is given in units of kilometers, ion inertial lengths (l int ), and gyroradii ( p ). In the box the average of each component of the timing velocity (V tim ) and the GSM S/C observation location are given. | | and | | are the averages of the absolute azimuthal and polar DF crossing angle and dd the average DF-dip depth. DF = dipolarization front. Figure 2e shows the current density in the adapted MVA coordinate system. For both categories j n (blue line) is rather small compared to the other components, indicating that the currents mainly flow within the lm plane. The j m (green line) is the main component and shows the typical asymmetric signature associated with DFs (see, e.g., Yao et al., 2013) , indicating a duskward current flow in the DF-dip region and a dawnward current flow within the DF. This asymmetry is even more pronounced for the negative DF-dip category with a generally larger j l component within the DF.
The boxes below the plots give the average and standard deviation of each component of the timing velocity (V tim ) and S/C observation location. Also, the average DF crossing location with respect to X T96 are given. denotes the angle between n tim and X T96 in the XY plane and the angle between n tim and X T96 in the XZ plane. dd represents the average DF-dip depth.
Particularly, the S/C observation location and DF crossing location are similar for both categories. This suggests that negative and positive DF-dip events are not specific to a region in the tail (e.g., premidnight/postmidnight) or the S/C crossing location (e.g., dawn/dusk-side or center/flank). Thus, the two categories can be considered as separate entities.
DF Crossing Location, DF Velocity, DF Thickness, and DF Current Systems
To examine to which parameters the DF-dips are related, we estimate the cross-correlation coefficients between the DF-dip depth, crossing location, velocity/thickness, and the current systems. To determine the DF velocity and where the S/C crossed the DF, the same procedure and assumptions as introduced by Schmid et al. (2016) are used: (1) The DF is locally planar with a semicircular cross section in XY plane and XZ plane, (2) its shape is preserved during the S/C crossing, and (3) the DF propagates along the X T96 direction. In the T96 coordinate system the normal direction n tim gives the S/C crossing location relative to the moving structure. We denote the angle between n tim and X T96 in the XY plane as the azimuthal angle , and between n tim and X T96 in the XZ plane as the polar crossing angle (see Figure 1b) . According to Schmid et al. (2016) the timing velocity, V tim , projected onto the assumed propagation direction X T96 yields the actual DF velocity V DF (in the XY plane) and V tim times the time difference between minimum and maximum B l gives the actual DF thickness (in the XY plane; see Figure 1b ).
The top panels in Figure 3 show the estimated DF velocity V DF and DF thickness of the 20 positive (left) and 23 negative (right) DF-dip events. The color code represents the depth of the DF-dips. For the positive DF-dip category events with a dip depth larger than 50% have velocities larger than 300km/s while events with rather small dips (<25%) have velocities smaller than 300km/s. The DF thickness , however, is independent from the DF-dip depth. For the negative DF-dip category, on the other hand, both DF velocity and thickness are independent of the dip depth. Interestingly, the DF velocity of the negative DF-dip category is on average higher than for the positive DF-dip category.
The lower panels in Figure 3 show the azimuthal ( ) and polar ( ) crossing angle with respect to the DF-dip depth. For the positive DF-dip category (left), the DF-dip depth tend to be stronger on the DF duskside ( > 0 ∘ ) and close to polar DF center | | < 20 ∘ . For the negative DF-dip category (right) the DF-dip depth is rather independent from the azimuthal crossing location, however, also, for this category stronger dip depths are found closer to the polar DF center.
To cross-correlate the DF-dip depth also with the current systems within and around the DFs, we deduce the line current density across the DF ( DF ) and the DF-dip region ( bef ). Thereto, we integrate the current densities in the lm plane (j lm ) along the S/C trajectory: lm = ∫ t 1 t 2 j lm V tim dt, with t 1 and t 2 defined by the start and finish of the DF-dip and the DF, with dt = 1∕128Hz and the assumption that V tim is constant during the whole S/C passage. Figure 1c shows a schematic illustration of the S/C trajectory across the DF. , we also integrate j dia along the S/C trajectory. Thereto, we calculate the thermal pressure difference Δp th,⟂ and average magnetic field B between two consecutive data points. Then we estimate the normal pressure gradient between the two data points assuming (∇p th ) ⟂ ≈ Δp th,⟂ ∕( 1 128 V tim ), again, assuming V tim to be constant during the S/C passage and 128-Hz data resolution. Note that we use single spacecraft observations (MMS1) to estimate the pressure gradient, since for some events burst plasma data from MMS4 are not available. All discrete magnitudes j dia are integrated across the respective integration interval. Since the integration is very sensitive to any variations in the measurements (e.g., amplitude jitter due to instrument noise and small fluctuations in the magnetic field lead to spikes in the estimated currents), both the thermal pressure and the magnetic field have been low-pass filtered (0.2-Hz cutoff frequency) for this calculation.
We also assume that the pressure within the DFB (magnetic field region after the DF; Liu et al., 2013) is the same everywhere around the DF, then thermal pressure variations occur only along the DF normal. In case of the DF-dip region, however, ion reflection at the DF may cause a dawn-dusk asymmetry in the thermal pressure directly ahead of the DF (e.g., Zhou et al., 2014) . Since this asymmetry is on large spatial scales and the DF-dip region crossed by the S/C is rather small compared to that, we also assume here that the thermal pressure variations occur only along the DF normal.
Since diamagnetic currents flow perpendicular to the magnetic field, it is also useful to estimate the integrated parallel and perpendicular current density component within the lm plane, lm,|| = ∫ j lm,|| V tim dt and lm,⟂ = ∫ j lm,⟂ V tim dt (see Figure 1c ) and compare them to the integrated dia . Figure 4 shows the integrated current densities (a) dia , (b) lm,⟂ , and (c) lm,|| of the positive (left) and negative (right) DF-dip category with respect to the DF-dip depth. The integrated current density before/within the DF of each event is illustrated by the red/blue dots. The lines represent the regression of the linear least squares fits. The R 2 value of each fit is given in the legend and for the sake of clarity fits with R 2 < 0.5 are plotted transparent. Figure 4 comprises two main features: (1) the DF-dip of the positive DF-dip events correlates mainly with perpendicular currents and diamagnetic currents ahead of the DF and (2) the DF-dip of the negative DF-dip events correlates mainly with field-aligned currents flowing within the DF.
In Table 2 the Pearson correlation coefficient (cc) and p values between the DF-dip depth and the above described DF parameters are summarized. The p values reflect the reliability of the estimated. For p values below 0.01 (1% significant level) the corresponding correlation coefficient are considered to be significant (e.g., Fischer, 1925; Kendall & Stuart, 1979) and are marked boldface. Figure 4 ). Although not so strong, this correlation is also found for the current system within the DF. Furthermore, the DF-dip depth slightly correlates with the DF velocity: Fast-moving DFs tend to have larger DF-dips. A slight correlation is also found between DF-dip depth and the S/C crossing location: Strong DF-dips events are rather observed at the DF duskside ( > 0 ∘ ) and close to the polar center (| | ≈ 0 ∘ ).
For the negative DF-dip category, on the other hand, we find different correlations. The DF-dip depth correlates rather with parallel currents within the DF and the polar crossing location | |.
Summary and Discussion
Based on the results obtained in this study, we suggest that (1) the DF-dips of the positive category are significantly affected by perpendicular currents of DF-reflected ions and (2) the DF-dips of the negative category are significantly affected by field-aligned currents and that these type of events can be interpreted in two ways.
Positive Category
For positive DF-dip events the DF-dip depth correlates most strongly with diamagnetic and perpendicular currents ahead of the DF. There is also a correlation between the diamagnetic currents and the perpendicular currents (cc = 0.78, not shown). However, correlation is not causation, and thus, it cannot be concluded that mainly diamagnetic currents account for the largest proportion of the perpendicular currents, since other perpendicular currents (e.g., polarization currents, curvature, and grad B drift currents) will also be present.
Substantiated interpretations of correlated parameters can infer potential causal relationships. The dip depth is also (anti)correlated with the polar crossing angle | |, so a possible interpretation is that closer to the DF center the plasma density becomes higher, thermal pressure-changes stronger, resulting in higher diamagnetic currents and thus in stronger DF-dips. This idea is also supported by the correlation between DF-dip depth and velocity: Larger velocities lead to higher plasma density pileups ahead of the DFs and thus higher diamagnetic currents. Indeed, the ion density in Figure 2c shows a strong density increase directly ahead of the DF.
A similar scenario that the DF-dip is a function of the plasma velocity and the ambient plasma density has been reported by Pan et al. (2015) using THEMIS data. They suggest that the DF-dip is caused by dawnward currents of DF-reflected ions (see also Yao et al., 2013 Yao et al., , 2015 Zhou et al., 2014) . Our study confirms such a scenario, including that the DF-dip depth depends on the azimuthal crossing direction , which has also been observed by Pan et al. (2015) . On the duskside the pressure difference is larger (e.g., Schmid et al., 2015) due to ion reflection and acceleration; thus, the diamagnetic currents are stronger yielding stronger DF-dips.
Negative Category
For the negative DF-dip category the findings indicate that the dip might result from a entirely different scenario, since the dip depth correlates rather with parallel currents than with perpendicular currents. The south-to-northward bipolar magnetic signature can be interpreted in two ways.
Flux Rope Model
One possible interpretation is that these types of events are earthward moving flux rope-like structures. The negative-positive bipolar B l signature and the prominent peak in the B m component (see Figure 2a ) are characteristic for flux ropes, as well as the correlation between field parallel currents within the structure and the dip depth. Stronger parallel currents within the flux rope's core naturally result in a stronger negative-positive bipolar signatures.
Assuming that these structures are flux ropes propagating earthward, a symmetric B l perturbation is expected, and thus, the estimated dip depth should be 50% and independent of, for example, the polar crossing location. However, at small polar crossing angles | | larger DF-dip depths are observed, which might be caused by flux ropes, embedded in the fast flows, interacting with the plasma sheet. This may produce a pileup of magnetic flux ahead of these structures resulting in an asymmetric B l variation (see, e.g., Nagai et al., 1998; Slavin et al., 1998 Slavin et al., , 2003 .
If we assume stronger pileup at the flux rope's "nose" (i.e., S/C crosses at small | |), the observed dip depth would be indeed larger due to a larger ΔB l,bef (see Figure 1) . In fact, Slavin et al. (2003) found a frequent presence of earthward propagating flux ropes embedded within high-speed plasma flows, which they call BBF-flux ropes, which are interpreted as an result of multiple X-line reconnection in the near tail.
Guide Field Reconnection
The south-to-northward bipolar signature can also be produced by localized, guide field reconnection with a single X-line. Shirataka et al. (2006) showed in a 3-D magnetohydrodynamic simulation that earthward reconnection jets with finite dawn-dusk widths become tilted from the Z axis under the presence of a lobe-B y guide field (see their Figure 3 ). As a result two jets of hot plasma above and below the XY plane, and asymmetric around the Z axis, are created. As the jets flow along the reconnected field earthward they will try to expand in the YZ plane due to their over pressure. This induces a tilt of the guide field in the plasma sheet, earthward of the reconnection site, which has the same polarity as in the lobe. This bending of B y results invariantly (e.g., when the sign of the guide field is changed) into a southward B z at the leading edge of the jet. A spacecraft, located earthward of the reconnection site, will therefore first record the southward magnetic flux from the tilted B y and immediately afterward the northward magnetic flux from the newly reconnected lobe magnetic field. This yields the negative-positive bipolar signature observed by the spacecraft. Shirataka et al. (2006) showed virtual spacecraft observations of magnetic field and plasma data along the X axis of a simulation. Hence, their XYZ coordinates correspond directly to the n, m, and l coordinates used in this study. The simulation results from Shirataka et al. (2006) match the observational results in Figure 2 . They also find that B y (here B m ) peaks due to the compression of the approaching jet, but the peak is slightly shifted with respect to the peak in B z (here B l ). This shift is also found in the results of this paper.
A point, which clearly supports this guide field scenario, is the observed enhanced B m component before and after the bipolar structure, indicating a considerable dawn-dusk magnetic field in the ambient plasma sheet. This is also reflected in the large angle between l MVA and B mean (see Table 1 ), which indicates a highly inclined background magnetic field and explains the correlation between the dip depth and field-aligned currents. The currents flow along the inclined magnetic field and cause the depression in the B l component.
Such a correlation between the dip depth and parallel currents is expected in the guide field scenario: Stronger field-aligned currents bend the guide field in the plasma sheet stronger, which results in a larger southward magnetic field. Shirataka et al. (2006) also expect the strongest southward magnetic field observation at the polar DF center, which agrees with our observations of larger dip depths at small polar crossing angles | | (see Table 2 ).
Based on the good agreement between our observations and the simulation results from Shirataka et al. (2006) , we therefore conclude that localized, single X-line reconnection under guide field may also explain the negative DF-dip instead of the flux rope multiple X-line reconnection scenario.
However, to evaluate which of the two plausible models (multiple X-line reconnection or single X-line reconnection under guide field) is responsible for the south-to-northward bipolar magnetic signature of the negative DF-dip category would require a detailed analysis of each event separately (e.g., Grad-Shafranow reconstruction), which is beyond the scope of this paper.
Category Locations
In Figure 5 the histogram of the radial distance of the DF observation location of each category is given. Red bars represent the 20 DFs with positive DF-dip, and the blue bars the 23 DFs with negative DF-dip. In the top the average and standard deviation of the radial distance for each DF-dip category is given. Although on average both categories are observed at similar radial distances, we find a higher ratio of positive DF-dip events closer to Earth. That means negative DF-dip events are statistically found more often farther away from Earth than events with positive DF-dip. This is in good agreement with the results of Liu et al. (2018) , who also found that the number of negative DF-dip events increases with distance to Earth.
A higher observation ratio of positive DF-dip events closer to the Earth might be a first indication that these types of events are closer to the flow braking region. However, the position of the flow braking region varies significantly (e.g., Takada et al., 2006) as the near Earth tail region alters strongly from a stretched-like to a more dipolar-like field configuration. To determine which of the DF-dip category is closer to the flow braking region, we evaluate the degree of background magnetic field dipolarization by estimating the average B z,GSM between −90 and −30 s before the bipolar signature observation. In Figure 6 the histogram of the mean B z,GSM magnetic field component of the positive (red) and negative (blue) DF-dip events. In the top the average and standard deviation of the mean(B z,GSM ) of each category is given.
We find that on average the mean B z,GSM is 4.9 ± 2.4nT for positive DF-dip events and 2.7 ± 1.9nT for negative DF-dip events. This implicates a more dipolar background field configuration during positive DF-dip event observations. We also estimated the average magnitude of the plasma velocity |V p | between −90 and −30 s before the bipolar signature observation of each event and find that on average the mean |V p | is 111 ± 58km/s for positive DF-dip category and 167 ± 56km/s for negative DF-dip category. This is in good agreement with the results in the top panel of Figure 3 where the DF velocity of the negative DF-dip category is found to be on average larger than of the positive DF-dip category. Based on these observations, we suggest that the positive DF-dip category is closer to the flow braking region than the negative DF-dip category.
From this result it may be hypothesized that the negative DF-dip events gradually evolve into positive DF-dip events as they propagate earthward:
Multiple or single guide field X-line reconnection in the near-Earth neutral sheet can form structures with south-to-north magnetic field signatures (negative DF-dip category) as Slavin et al. (2003) and Shirataka et al. (2006) suggested. One possible scenario might be that after reconnection takes place, a BBF with an embedded negative dip magnetic structure emerges. As these structures propagate earthward, closer to the flow braking region with a more dipolar (northward) background magnetic field configuration (e.g., Shiokawa et al., 1997) , the southward magnetic field component of these structures reconnect with the northward geomagnetic field, which lead to a erosion of the southward magnetic flux and an enhancement of the bipolar asymmetry (DF-dip becomes smaller). Such an evolutionary scenario has already been shown by Lu et al. (2015) for BBF-flux ropes in a 3-D global hybrid simulation. The results found in this study indicate that the positive DF-dip category is closer to the flow braking region and has on average a smaller DF-dip depth than the negative DF-dip category. However, the idea of such an evolutionary process from one category to the other is at this point speculative and needs a detailed investigation in a further work and at best a direct observation that one becomes the other (e.g., multipoint measurements with greater separations along the X direction).
Conclusion
In this paper we characterized and compared DFs where the transient decrease of the northward magnetic field component directly ahead of the DF, the so called DF-dip, remains northward (positive DF-dip category) or changes sign and turns fully southward (negative DF-dip category). We showed for the first time, in a statistical study, that (1) the DF-dip of the positive category correlates mainly with perpendicular currents and particularly with diamagnetic currents and (2) the DF-dip of the negative category correlates mainly with field-aligned currents and that this type of events might be (a) earthward moving flux rope-like structures and/or (b) are a result of localized reconnection under a guide field. Furthermore, the results suggest that the positive DF-dip category are closer to the flow barking region than the negative DF-dip category.
